A Roaming Armadillo Production
A Patrick C. Clinton Film
Starring:
Ethan Adams, Natalie Sieber, Trey Woodrum,
Darius Sellers, & Karen Credeur

. . . drinking games, campfire stories, and a cursed forest. What could go wrong?
Synopsis:
Last Getaway is a one of a kind Comedic-Horror film that is as quirky as it is
creepy. When Will Hataway convinces his friends that a camping trip in the
forest near his hometown will be a more personal graduation celebration
than a trip to New Orleans, the stage is set for a memorable weekend,
especially since the closest most of them have come to the great outdoors
has been on television. But Will also has a more secret motive; he plans
on using the weekend as the perfect opportunity to propose to his
longtime girlfriend Jessica. Accompanied by Will’s best friend Pete and
Jessica’s childhood friend Susan, as well as their flamboyantly gay and
extremely bitchy friend David, they head to rural Louisiana in the heart of
the Bible Belt. Culture shock seems to be the least of the group’s
worries as they get to know more of the people from the sleepy little
town, but once they get to the forest, everything begins to fall into place.
Drinking games and ghost stories create a unique atmosphere for Will to
pop the big question, but before they get too cozy, all Hell breaks loose.
After two of them are brutally slaughtered, it becomes painfully obvious
to the remaining campers that a pack of sadistically gleeful lunatics is
making a game out of methodically hunting them. As they fight for their
very survival, unexpected twists further complicate matters, leading to an
ending that is as shocking as it is disturbing. With a unique cast of
characters and a plot that borders on the absurd, Last Getaway is sure to
become a classic with anybody who has tried to plan the perfect weekend
getaway and seen just how badly things can go.

Contact:
Patrick C. Clinton
Roaming Armadillo Productions
patrickcclinton@aol.com
(337) 962-7865
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Cast:
Ethan Adams
Natalie Sieber
Darius Sellers
Trey Woodrum
Karen Credeur
Jeff Pearson
Mike Clinton
Patrick C. Clinton
Paul Domingue
Patrick C. Clinton
Paul Domingue
Lisa Mount
Darius Sellers
Paul Domingue
Jon Mount
Lisa Mount
Patrick C. Clinton
Lisa Mount
Paul Domingue
Ethan Adams
Patrick C. Clinton
Patrick C. Clinton
Lisa Mount
Patrick C. Clinton
Amy Copeland
Jon Mount
Lisa Mount
Kara White
Patrick C. Clinton
Jon Mount
Paul Domingue

Pete
Susan
David
Will Hataway
Jessica
Mike
Dan Paster
Crew:
-

Director
Assistant Director
Executive Producer
Script Supervisors

-

Special Effects

-

Makeup Effects

-

Sound Effects
Screenwriter
Editing
Still Photography

-

Production Assistants

-

Camera & Jib Operator
Boom Operators

Running Time: 1 hour 31 minutes
MPAA Rating: This film has not yet been rated
Year of Production: 2007
Production Company: Roaming Armadillo
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Cast Biographies:
Ethan Adams – “Pete”
Ethan Adams has participated in competitive speech since he
was young. He has placed at the national level in
tournaments for both drama and debate. This is his first
experience working on a film.
Natalie Sieber – “Susan”
Natalie Sieber competed in drama and speech when she was
younger and has acted in a few small stage productions. This
is her first onscreen role.
Darius Sellers – “David”
Darius Sellers has acted in several comedic shorts produced
by Patrick C. Clinton for Noxima Productions. His most
memorable role, Noxima Jones, has acquired quite a
following on the internet.
Trey Woodrum – “Will Hataway”
Trey Woodrum has worked as a model as well as played small
roles in several stage productions. This is his first
onscreen performance.
Karen Credeur – “Jessica”
Karen Credeur worked as co-producer and 2 nd assistant
director on several book trailers released by Perryscope
Pictures. This is her first experience in front of the camera.
Jeff Pearson – “Mike”
Jeff Pearson has quite a bit of experience both on and off
camera. He played a leading role in the short independent
film “Nailbiter” as well as various smaller roles in a
multitude of films including “Only God Can Judge Me” and
“Absolution.” He also has experience as a producer and
director. He co-owns Entertainment Media Productions with
Bryce Lyons. Recently he was a finalist in the Tribeca Film
Festival’s 15 Second Clip Competition.
Mike Clinton – “Dan Paster”
Mike Clinton is an entrepreneur who has mostly worked on
the financial end of production. This is his first onscreen
role.
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Crew Biographies:
Patrick C. Clinton – Director, Writer, & Executive Producer
Patrick C. Clinton studied Theory & Criticism at the
University of Louisiana Lafayette where he is presently
teaching English while completing his PhD. He has written
and produced several short films for school and the
internet including a rendition of Thomas Pynchon’s
“Entropy” and the Noxima Jones series of shorts. His 911
memorial, “In Memorium: Remembering September 11” has
been recognized by several online organizations, and his
comedic short, “Noxima Jones for President,” was a finalist
on NBC’s “It’s Your Show.” He is owner of both Noxima
Productions and Roaming Armadillo Productions. Last Getaway
is his first feature length film.
Paul Domingue – Assistant Director
Paul Domingue has been a fan of the horror genre since
childhood. This is his first experience working on a film.
Jon Mount – Production Assistant, Special Effects, Boom Operator
Jon Mount has worked with Patrick C. Clinton on countless
short productions in a variety of capacities. He Co-directed
“Entropy” and served as Assistant Director on “The
Adventures of Noxima Jones.” As well, he has acted in
several roles including one of the nameless killers in Last
Getaway.
Lisa Mount – Production Assistant, Still Photography, Accounting
Lisa Mount has worked with Patrick C. Clinton on several of
his shorter productions. She played a lead role in “Summers
Eve Fiesta Blend” as well as serving as collaborator on the
script. Her background in the mental health industry makes
her an asset in a variety of different roles, both on and off
camera.
Kara White – Production Assistant
Kara White has worked extensively with Patrick C. Clinton
over the years, mostly as a creative collaborator. This is
her first on-set experience.
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The Making of Last Getaway
Combining Comedy with Horror:
While Last Getaway is predominantly a horror film, it embraces
the absurdity that is more often associated with comedy. This
blending of genres is necessary since the first half of the
movie is plot driven; thus the humor functions to hold
audience attention. Making it obvious to viewers that the
movie is meant to be funny became a real challenge since
most people expect a certain level of seriousness from a
truly frightening film. On the other hand, we did not want
to make the movie so comical that it loses any hope of
creating horror. The key to balancing these two aspects
proved to be music. By lightening the general mood of
certain scenes and even toying with audience expectations ,
the music itself works to enhance the overall feel of the
film.
Music as Character:
Featuring songs by Tryad as well as music by Kevin MacLeod
and other talented artists, Last Getaway uses music like a
character. As the film progresses, it becomes as much a part
of the irony as the plot itself. Rather than functioning like
a polish, it instead becomes a driving force. From the technostyle music that opens the film to the twangy country music
at the store, it does more than subtly enhance the audience’s
state of mind. It actively competes for their attention, at
times even becoming the dominant player in a scene. Rather
than reinforce, it often times undercuts, thus creating its
own kind of humor. Even the lyrics to the songs more often
than not counteract the mood of a scene. These
contradictions in tone actually enhance the film as a whole,
creating an environment that is difficult to predict. Because
the music is only sometimes misleading, the viewer is left
with none of the normal film cues to rely on. Like a
mischievous narrator, it seems to lie as much as tell the
truth. In the end, audience members are left to fend for
themselves, just like the campers.
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(L to R) Ethan Adams, Darius Sellers, Natalie Sieber,
Karen Credeur, & Trey Woodrum. Movie Still

Trey Woodrum as Will Hataway & Jeff Pearson as Mike. Movie Still
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Hiking to the Campsite. (L to R) Natalie Sieber, Karen Credeur,
Ethan Adams, & Trey Woodrum. Movie Still

Natalie Sieber as Susan & Darius Sellers as David. Movie Still
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Drinking Games. (L to R) Ethan Adams, Natalie Sieber, Darius Sellers,
Karen Credeur, & Trey Woodrum. Movie Still

All Hell breaks loose. Ethan Adams as Pete. Movie Still
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We all go a little crazy sometimes. Natalie Sieber as Susan. Movie Still

(L to R) Jon Mount, Patrick C. Clinton, Jeff Pearson, Darius Sellers, Trey Woodrum,
Karen Credeur, & Ethan Adams. Photo by Lisa Mount
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Natalie Sieber
as Susan.
Photo by Lisa
Mount

Patrick C. Clinton (Director) & Paul Domingue (Assistant Director).
Photo by Amy Copeland
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Patrick C. Clinton (Director)
Photos by Amy Copeland (L) & Lisa Mount (R)
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